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Spent Fuel Pool Accidents For Decommissioning Plants 
Working Group Plan 

Structural Integrity Of Pool Structure 
Goutam Bagchi and Robert Rothman (DE)

Introduction

As a part of the Generic Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Acc 
studied the hypothetical event of an instantaneous loss of spe 
from a study in support of this generic issue indicates that a 
effect of such an event is the need to obtain a realistic sei,, 
or the end state of concern in the context of this generic iss 
pool which leads to an almost instantaneous loss of all pool 
retain any water even if it were to be reflooded.

Spent fuel pool structures at nuclear pow 
and slabs lined with thin stainless steel li 
thickness and the pool floor slabs are arc 
about 50 feet long by 40 feet wide and 5: 
structures are located in the reactor build 
pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants, 
structure supported on the ground or p.  
arrangement of the pool structures d te 
The dimensions of the pool structueare 
than structural needs. Spent I s ctur 
terms of bein able to with~adla' 
Consequdffthe have significant esis 
licensees havepoposed that thceco44inu 
plant is burdensome aninnecessa 'A7 
safeguards.

nt~hSpei ,l pool A 
part of4

" NRC has 
ýormendatic

Tfthe spent fleIjpoo. Thefailure 
rophic failure fu b4s••nt fuel 
he pool having no capacity to

rer plants are conse tcted with 1iick reiniforced concrete walls 
iners 1/8 to 4'!Aclfthick. TheN vI l I• from 4.5 to 5 feet in 
lund 4 f tbic. Thoerall poo fJensions are typically 
5 to 6 ect hig a x reactor (BWR) plants, the pool 
[imfan elev noen s stoi above the ground. In 

fu~e ool strdtu,-are located outside the containment 
al1y emb1ded in the d. The location and supporting 

nine the apacity hstand loads beyond their design basis.  
generally derived ,fm radiation shielding considerations rather 
*es at• oera g nuclear power plants are inherently rugged in lbstariil beynd those for which they were designed.  

me cap-a-city. Because of the ruggedness of the spent fuel pools, 
implementation of the Emergency Plan at a decommissioned 

I fconcern to the licensees are insurance indemnity and

to qxamine the effect of a large seismic event at a plant immediately 
structural assessment of seismic as well as other credible initiating 

Lcture failure are addressed in this paper.

ere are Mo rek¶vnt reports on this issue: 
lURG/CR t9S, Severe Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic Safety Issue 82, Ptibi twd ul, 1' 987.  

2. NUREG/CR 5176, Seismic Failure and Cask Drop Analyses of the Spent Fuel Pools at Two 
Representative Plants, Published January, 1989.
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Subsequent to the completion of work in the above studies, NRC performed a study to review the central 
and eastern US probabilistic seismic hazard and issued NUREG-1488, Revised Livermore Seismic 
Hazard Estimates for 69 Nuclear Power Plant Sites East of the Rocky Mountains, Published, October, 
1993. It is well recognized that the LLNL seismic hazard curves used prior to the publication of 
NUREG-1488 were overly conservative. In NUREG/CR 5176 study of the Vermont Yankee plant, the 
high confidence of low probability of failure (HCLPF) level for the spent fuel pool is 0.5 g and at the H.  
B. Robinson site the HCLPF value is 0.65 g. A comparison of the 1989 and the 1993 LL hazard 
curves show that the probabilities of exceeding these values are factors of 2 art 1.6, re vely, higher 
in the 1989 curves.

With respect to the cask drop issue, the first study assumed a 
a cask drop, and in the second study two dimensional finite e' 
failure is assumed as a result of the cask drop, even though 
inch for the two cases analyzed. The assumption of a cond4i 
drop is very conservative. It appears that for the end state of 
likely. Because of the presence of the liner, shear transfer b.  
bending moment resistance under the yield state of reinforcej 
capacity to retain water following the impact.  

Both the seismically induced and the cask drop indi 
very conservatively rather than realistically.  

Risk Perspective of Structural Failure

ient mo 
naximui 
l f~ih •

If 
del

ty of O. 1, giv(

obabilityb ,gie ak 

if water given th6a op is not 
te aggregate interlock and 
th alls should have significant

robal to have been assessed

Based on the available information, th ,4ctural folure probaliities or probabilities of reaching the 
structural end state are as follows: 

Cask Drop on the Edge of Pol 107 per ifot tural failure 
Seismic Elvent niean 1XI0per iy 

...W. Ran 2 o 1.6X1 perry 
BAVR Range: ).4X I W to 6X10-11 per ry 

Tornado Missile:<IXI 0per ry 
Aircraft Crash: <1X10 pe 

HazardsTo consider ýN, 

Fr p structural integri ta'nd 'point it appears that tornado missiles and aircraft events are not 
sipnifi cant hazards and ca be eliminated from further scrutiny.  

k drop accident c't is also different for PWRs and BWRs. However, for a drop at the edge of the 
pool, the se -studied in NUREG /CR 5176, the limiting condition comes from BWR pools and it is noted 

ibethenmaximumideformation is relatively small and the residual strength of the wall would prevent the 
po(blfDilg catastrophically. The case of a drop on the pool floor would require a combined human 
error and a passive failure of a crane system that is subject to maintenance. This is a low probability 
event with an upper bound value of about 3.5x10"7. Based on the above discussion, the heavy load drop 
event can be considered remote and could be eliminated from further consideration.
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Seismic vulnerability of spent fuel pool structures is expected at levels of earthquake equal to 2.5 to 3.5 
times the plant's safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). These are such large earthquake motions that design 
basis seismic analyses are not likely to be representative of the behavior of the pool structure under 
failure level earthquakes. There is considerable difficulty in judging the adequacy of simple analytical 
models. These large earthquake motions would induce large strain in the foundation medium, the soil 
structure interaction effect will be modified and if there was not much rocking motion under the SSE, 
increased rocking motion can be expected for large earthquakes. Impact with adjacent bu* ings cannot 
be ruled out for the large seismic event and failure of the pool structure due to e fail the overhead 
crane equipment or the failure of the superstructure would have to be taken i o cc, Uplift of the 
pool foundation mat and impact on the subgrade would seek out .ak l, ool structure and 
could lead to local spalling of concrete. Amplification of grott uit•ion up hrough ie reactor building, 
could be substantially higher than the SSE response for B 01 structur.s A f WRpool I 
structures, the pool floor can be subjected to impact forces x n free sta rag red 
layout and construction of the pool structures are very impo jat to co I er m a reahis4ica 
assessment.  

Heavy Load Drop Accidents 

Heavy load drop accidents could be eliminated as a likelyeyent to co •e because of its low frequency 
of occurrence.  

Tornado Missiles 

Based on the tornado missile frequency he inheresrenv of spent fuel pool structure, it 
appears that failure due to tornado missiles is remo and shoul , e eliminated from further consideration 

Safeguards Issues 

From safegar. tand po theragedness tf structure provides substantial protection. It is 
possible~haadditional petrieter hardening, en: .point security monitoring and control and 
consideration ofothersite spefoic featUre- could allow the elimination of safeguards issues from 
evaluation fofV'etiegergen 

Risk Rankilg• Of Hazards 

Seisrr4 azard ranks highxtlh cask drop events coming second for risk associated with structural failure 
of.set fuel pools.  

Stirctural Failure Moes 

Ajiroagst the a pool structure can fail, the only failure modes that are of concern are those 
that invol-ve poo l~oor slab failure, failure of side walls or at the bottom of the pool or at the bottom 
corner, Itisimportant to ensure that the structural fragility is based on realistic failure modes for 
catastrophic failure of the structure. This should take into account physical interactions with adjacent 
structures and equipment.
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For PWR spent fuel pools, the pool floor slab is not likely to fail except through the effect of local 
concrete spalling due to foundation uplift and impact with the subgrade or adjacent structures. Failure of 
walls in partially embedded pools is not likely. Bending moment capacity of the pool walls is very much 
dependent on reinforcing patterns and the walls are generally reinforced orthotropically between the 
horizontal and vertical directions and between one wall and another orthogonal wall. This requires a 
case by case assessment of the bending capacity of walls.  

For BWR spent fuel pools, the floor slab, walls and supporting columns and shar walls47ed scrutiny-to 
determine the critical failure mode. As in the case of PWR spent fuel pools, A ffedf adjacent 
structures and equipment on structural failure needs to be evaluats 

The stainless steel liner plate is used to assure leak-tightness uracks in the de sea e not like 
lead to catastrophic loss of water inventory unless there is a ,nultaneo ssiveuilui c r 
structure.  

The emphasis here is that spent fuel pool structures not only m4Iput and elevation from PWRs to 
BWRs, they can also vary within each group. The process of rist ment of structural capacity of 
pool structures begins with a methodical consideration of fy fai i enmde associated wi 'i a 
catastrophic failure.  

The failure mode induced by cask drop accident yvuseIoal failure, b tould also propagate 
pervasive cracking of concrete and yielding o rn b .owc€ver, even under the cracked 
condition, significant residual strength may fevent a stitraobplosso water inventory. Consequently, 
a realistic assessment of pool capacity muAonside r dual, Izapacity following a cask drop event.  

The efforts involved in the assessm< of!eismic capacity o o1 structures typically consist of the 
following: 

Walk-own the pool s e and its citid ote: 
physical conditions'uch as cr d spalling of concrete, signs of leakage or leaching 
and i sepaiat ofp all from te grade surface, 
arrangernent ýh ayout ofsupporting columns and shear walls, assessment of other loads 
\frmfibutary l"aarsbcaried by the supporting structure of the pool, as-built 

aimnsins ndmappi~ a g ýny existing structural cracks, 
adjacet structures that impact the pool structure both above and below the grade 

surface lipportn Larrangement for superstructure and crane and potential for failure of 
the super tture and the crane, the weight of the heaviest object that can drop in the 
pool strucLpre"tnd the corresponding drop height.  

Seismic capaci ýt culation of the pool structure typically consist of the following: 
review eisting layout drawings and structural dimensions and reconcile the differences, 
if rbetween the as-built and as designed information and consider the effects of 

.s.tritural degradation as appropriate, 
fronm design calculations determine the margin to failure and assess the extrapolated 
multiple of SSE level that the pool structure should survive, determine whether or not 
design dynamic response analysis including soil-structure interaction effects are still 
applicable at the capacity level seismic event, if not, conduct a new analysis using 
properties of soil at higher strain levels and reduced stiffness of cracked reinforced 
concrete,
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determine the loads from pool structure foundation uplift and from impact of pool 
structure with adjacent structures during the capacity level seismic event, determine loads 
from the impact of spent fuel rack on the pool floor and the side walls and determine the 
loads from dropping of heavy objects from the collapse of superstructure or the 
overhead crane, 
determine a list of plausible failure modes; failure of side walls due to the worst loading 
from the capacity level earthquake in combination with fluid hydrostatic d sloshing 
head and dynamic earth pressure as appropriate, failure of thepool floo Ab in flexure 
and bending due to loads from the masses of water and the s tfuelaid racks, local 
failure by punching shear due to impact between cture ta4ti'fent fuel racks or 
dropping of heavy objects, 
the calculations to determine the lowest strucfl capaci be sen ultimate 
strength of reinforced concrete structures d eo flexure r aranp'unh r 
When conducting an yield line analysis, di e'rences "p xural yieldbta6 l 
orthogonal directions and for the negative a d e bending momenni ucnce the 
crack patterns and several sets of yield lines y ha to be investigated to obtain the 
lowest capacity. For heterogeneous material t tdional yield line analysis provides 
upper bound solutions; consequently, consierab]6 is needed to determine the 
structural capacity based on the yield lilns that approxi" ate theilwer bound capacity.  

Public Meeting of April 13, 1999on 

Presentations made by NEI relied on theJTC spo Cred studi' and concluded that structural failure of 
the spent fuel pool is not likely, bas, _ i"'robab i of the ini rating events, and should be eliminated 
from further consideration in the i5 • nformed .onmissi;ng rule making. NEI arguments are risk 
based and donot take into aco tiiiicertainti soc-la't'with the seismic risk which range from 
2.4xl0 to;.Ax1-1 per0 r "Fois reason, iis tant to perform the seismic risk analysis on a case 
by case 4si nd stablishV'sk informed performance goal.  

There were as6o iments related the Potential effects of Kobe and Northridge earthquake related to 
risk informed coirati for oning. Mr. Paul Gunter's (Nuclear Information Resource 
Service) ceRacor commissioning Public Meeting, Tuesday, April 13, 1999, 
Rockvil D are discu belo* ' 

Mr.C ter's Comments 
"J4cuess I'd like to direct ' questions to the seismological review for this risk informed process. And 

all, did any oft UREGs that you look at take into account new information coming out of the 
eand Northridgents? I think that what we need to be concerned with is dated information.  
uirclay as we earning more about risks associated with those two particular seismological events 

eer ven considered when plants were sited, particularly though I can't frame it in the 
seisrao•ogj alanguage, from a lay understanding, it's clear that new information was gained out of Kobe 
and Northridge events suggesting that you can have seismological effects of greater consequence farther 
afield than at the epicenter of the event." 

Response to Mr. Gunter's comments
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The two NUREGs mentioned by Mr. Gunter were written in the middle and late 1980's and used 
probabilistic seismic hazard analyses performed for the NRC by Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory (LLNL) for nuclear power plants in the central and eastern U. S. Since then, LLNL has 
performed additional probabilistic hazard studies for central and eastern U. S. nuclear power plants for 
the NRC. The results of these newer studies indicated lower seismic hazards for the plants than the 
earlier studies estimated. Due to the new methods of eliciting information, newer methods of sampling 
hazard parameters' uncertainties, better information on ground motion attenuation in the W S, and a more 
certain understanding of the seismicity of the central and eastern U. S., if the probabilisti i-azard studies 
were to be performed again, the hazard estimates for most sites would proba be redued still further.

The design bases for each nuclear power plant took into acco 
The seismic design basis, called the Safe Shutdown Earthqua 
motion for which certain structures, systems, and component 
to remain functional. The licensees were required to obtaini 
necessary to determine site suitability and provide reasonab( 
constructed and operated at a site without undue risk to the h 

The information collected in the investigations was used to 
the site assuming that the epicenters of the earthquakes are si 
or in the tectonic provinces nearest to the site. The, a l 

ground motion at the site was designated the Saf ut4own 
used in the design and analysis of the plant.

The determination of the SSEs were m.  
regulations and using a multiple hypot 
determine each parameter and sensitiA 
geophysical phenomena. In additioA{ 1 
the demands of the SSE. Thbilft,'o 
motion duringanearthqualeis thi•u• 
nuclear ýovare a t 
above the and oio that Wouldre 
designed and tosa d buda d b•

ad 

les 

uci 

rhl

), de
- ground moti, 
•um groundA

rand seismic•iufor 
that a nuclear po; 
fety of the public.

ituated atbt 
e which coi 
Etuake

d

can be

[uake ground motion at 
D the tectonic structures 
ý the maximum vibratory 
This ground motion was

-,Tllowingt. criterii rocedures required by NRC 
is approach -in which -veral different methods were used to 
gtudies4. reperforme to account for the uncertainties in the 
ear pt1er plants v;e design margins (capability) well beyond 
nuc ar pov, ant to resist the forces generated by the ground 
y in , ;.sn-d in the design and construction. As a result, 
thquad-ground motions well beyond their design basis and far 
t in severe damage to residential and commercial buildings

,7 gearhquakes-ch as the Kobe and Northridge events, the NRC staff reviews 
en lneiginformation obtained from these events to determine if the new 
3 pr•vious eign and licensing decisions. The Kobe and Northridge earthquakes 
n&dTy 4onts which occurred in regions of very active tectonics. The operating U.  

ts (e ept for San Onofre and Diablo Canyon) are located in the stable interior 
meican tectonic plate. This is a region of relatively low seismicity and seismic 
6th the characteristics of the Kobe and Northridge events will not occur near 
"S. nuclear power plant sites

hegu otion from an earthquake at a particular site is a function of the earthquake source 
characteristics, the magnitude and focal mechanism. It is also a function of the distance of the facility to 
the fault and the geology along the travel path of the seismic waves and the geology immediately under 
the facility site. There are two operating nuclear power plant sites in the U. S. which can be considered as 
having the potential to be subjected to the near field ground motion of moderate to large earthquakes.
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These are the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) near San Clemente and the Diablo 
Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) near San Luis Obispo. The seismic design of SONGS Units 2 and 3 is 
based on the assumed occurrence of a magnitude 7 earthquake on the Offshore Zone of Deformation, a 
fault zone approximately eight kilometers from the site. The design of DCPP has been analyzed for the 
postulated occurrence of a magnitude 7.5 earthquake on the Hosgri Fault Zone approximately four 
kilometers from the site. The response spectra used for both the SONGS and the DCPP were evaluated 
against the actual spectra of near field ground motions of a suite of earthquakes gathered 9a world wide 
basis.  

Mr. Gunter stated, "... it's clear that new information was gained¶iof Koeand. Nrthridge events 
suggesting that you can have seismological effects of greater c s ence frthe afield that at the 
epicenter of the event." A review of the strong motion data the damagn ing fh se ve 
indicates that this statement is not correct.  

We assume that what Mr. Gunter is alluding to is the fact th tthýea~itudes of the groun4tion from 
the 1994 Northridge earthquake were larger in Santa Monica an thos• at similar and lesser distances 
from the earthquake source. The cause of the larger ground p6tions in theanta Monica area is believed 
to be the subsurface geology along the travel path of the wes. tyGo and others, 1996) is 
that the anomalous ground motion in Santa Monica is ex pained by fi du to a deep convex 
structure (several kilometers beneath the surface) ste grounro in mid-Santa Monica.  
Another theory (Graves and Pitarka, 1998) is th l aipitudes of the ound motions in Santa 
Monica from the Northridge earthquake are c e y6na-w ie structure (1 kilometer 
deep) at the northern edge of the Los Angle 's thise sugges•s that the large amplification 
results from constructive interference of d~et wave gth the asi-e generated surface waves.  
Earthquake recordings at San Onofre a•e iablo on do n aidicate anomalous amplification of 
ground motion. In addition, there ha "e~n numous seismic eflection and refraction studies in the site 
areas for the evaluations of these sit, and for4 irleur"&p~oration and geophysical research. They 
along with other well proven, mhs were uýie ermine the nature of the geologic structure in the 
site vicinity, todeterminethe location of any faults andhe nature of the faults. None of these studies 
have indicate an alousconditionslike those postulated for Santa Monica, at either SONGS or DCPP.  
In additionrt~e empirical -rou moti6ndata base used to develop the ground motion attenuation 
relationshipscain events recod at i with anomalous as well as typical ground motion amplitudes. The. eig aisg J 

ast grouný, i6ii'for both SONGS and DCPP were compared to 84th 
percentile 1y I using the attenuation relationships and the appropriate 
earthquakemagnitude, ncen eology for each site. The geology of the SONGS and DCPP sites 
do no cause anomalous am~plificivn; therefore, there is no "new information gained from the Kobe and 
No -'dge events" which faiafety concerns for U. S. nuclear power plants.  

II summary, earthquake 'f the type that occurred in Kobe and Northridge are different than those that 
a ,ur near nu, e'pbwer plants in the central and eastern U. S.; the higher ground motions recorded 

the Sant o " •rea from the Northridge earthquake were due to the specific geology through which 
tihe waves ti-aveed; improvements in our understanding of central and eastern U. S. geology, seismic 
wave.a(eiuataion, seismicity, and seismic hazard calculation methodology would result in less uncertainty 
and lower hazard estimates today than those obtained from previous studies.  

Notwithstanding the above explanation, there is uncertainty in the seismic risk from spent fuel pool 
structures is significant enough, to conclude that it is not prudent to base the rule making purely on risk
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numbers. This is why a risk informed performance goal is recommended for a case by case assessment 
of seismic vulnerability of spent fuel pool structures.  

Deterministic Considerations 

NRC sponsored studies have treated the assessment of seismic capacity of spent fuel pools relying on the 
seismic margins method to determine the high confidence of low probability (less than 50*/ailure) of 
failure (HCLPF). The HCLPF value for a structural failure may well be unrea stic an dinecessarily 
conservative in terms of an instantaneous loss of water inventory. This poin 4se emphasized 
because the shear and moment capacity of the walls and slabs ar'etermin b g upper limits of 

allowable stresses. Currently, the guidance provided in EPRI Meth o -S dology for 
Assessment of Nuclear Power Plant Seismic Margin (Revisio •1 ' indicate ft Iat ltiante shear stre 
.value in reinforced concrete structures is a factor of about 2 'her than Xalu Pe is~~~~~~ aftoofaot2 erta alue• we odtrmin!€ 

capacity of the BWR spent fuel pool. In the study which re iuled in N G/CR4982€il seismic 
capacities were based on the Oyster Creek Reactor building shr wall from the Z A iary 
building. For elevated pool structures, the Oyster Creek estinte may an acceptable approximation, 
but the Zion shear wall may be a too highly simplified to sub fe to i catastrophic pool failure.  

The stainless steel pool liner was not designed to resist an st.ru.tural..,e. rteless, it can provide 
substantial water retaining capacity near the bottom, 1if{tepool where, ctural deformations are 
likely to be low from seismic loading, except in a il lyfailure m 
For PWR pools that are fully or partially eb.p..ddde an that could cause a catastrophic 

failure, is not likely. However, interaction" ith ada t struct and equipment may have to be 
evaluated to determine the structural "pa'ty on a ase by cast basis. With respect to cask drop on PWR 
pools, the residual strength after a drp (se disc usson und• vailable NRC Studies), limitation of 
structural deformation near the bohgy t half of ýpool, the robustness of the structure all make the 
catastrophic failure highly unliýelyt' 

For Bthe seis!it I likely to mewhat less than that of a PWR pool and can vary 
significantly *oelant to This is because forBWR pools there is amplification of seismic 
motion at hig-iri,1evation and the p flosi not supported on the subgrade. Shear failure of the pool 
floor can occur•at I e% seismic input for PWR pools. Nevertheless, a combination 
of the hazard rtd the n 4fuelool sfctural capacity can bring down the likelihood of a catastrophic 
structural fiure to a neglibl rsk, At the same time, plant specific hazard and seismic fragility of 
spent hlpools can combineo duce a risk that needs to be examined on a case by case basis.  

Usin, the data from NUP b 1488 (new LLNL data) for currently operating plants in the eastern and 
-ntrda United States, t ean probability of exceedance (POE) of the peak ground acceleration values 

0or the SSE were exaffitned. It was determined that, except for the plants listed below, the POEs are 
yer IX1O0 -eacto rr year and for 3 times the SSE, the POEs are below IX 10-1. For these plants, 

thelkeliod o catastrophic pool structure failure at a HCLPF value of 3 times the SSE should be less 
tlhi 5n-5 i this approach there is confidence that the seismic hazard is low at the level of 3 time the 
SSE and there is also a plant specific structural assessment of the HCLPF value is more than or equal to 3 
times the SSE. The excepted plants are: H. B. Robinson, McGuire, North Anna, Peach Bottom, Pilgrim, 
Susquehanna, Three Mile Island, V. C. Summer, Vermont Yankee, Vogtle. At these 10 sites, the POEs 
are more than 2X10"' per reactor year for peak ground accelerations three times the SSE; consequently, 
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the probability of radio active releases following structural failures cannot be considered small without 
further consideration of zircalloy fire potential given the loss of water inventory and other factors.  

Risk Informed Performance Goal 

The vulnerability of the structural integrity of spent fuel pools to missiles, aircraft crashes and heavy load 
drop is negligible. Seismically induced structural failure is also a low frequency event, but there may a 
combination of hazard and structural failure mode that requires further examiration. PRi6stic seismic 
fragility evaluations are not available for spent fuel pools for the catastrophi 4aihre,ýite. For robust 
spent fuel pool structures, it is expected that a catastrophic pool filure is n IIieV It occur under an 
earthquake scenario at the level of 3 times the SSE. It is recomenend that rikinf6rmed performan 
goal be set at 3 times the SSE. If a plant meets this goal, em ency plann f induced/, 
failure would not be necessary.  

Additional Activity 

Past evaluation of seismic fragility was based on conservative, rathoer toa realistic assumptions. The 
failure mode of concern is catastrophic failure of the pool s tur)-,h that an instantaneous loss of 
water will result. Efforts to evaluate the realistic seismic. apacity of sp f pls should be 
undertaken by the industry with confirmatory review bt e C. Thro' s1 qhin effort it is 
conceivable that a catastrophic failure ofp oni the risk informed rule 
making.  

SummaryA 

Various scenarios of structural p _Se ools has en examined and it is recommended that 
failures induced by aircraft crash, Iiiles and fvy load d&jp be eliminated from further consideration 
under the proposed risk inforni rule making'for 4eoi~uussioning. However, for seismically induced 
failures, a tn t saf shutdown earthquake as a calculated capacity is 
recommbd 
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